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Abstract
This paper presents some considerations on the performance
improvement during the SCTP (stream control transmission
protocol) handover. We first describe the related handover
schemes in the mobile network including MIP (mobile IP) v4
and MIPv6. SCTP has multi-homing feature which can
provide the mobile node with dual interfaces, so seamless data
transfer between mobile node and correspondent node can be
achieved. We suggest some performance improvement tips
during IP address reconfiguration of the SCTP, especially in
the ping pong behavior environment of the MN (mobile node).
By manipulating the appropriate addition and deletion of IP
address, we can reduce the handover latency during SCTP
handover. In order to support our suggested scheme, we
introduce the working set database and also discuss about the
real environment application.

handover scheme, followed by concluding remarks in section
4.

HANDOVER SCHEMES IN MOBILE IP
Mobile IPv4
In the micro mobility and the cellular IP approach [6], the
mobility concept can be categorized in two classes: Macro
mobility relates to movements of a MN (mobile node) among
different IP domains or different wireless access networks;
mobility management is held by a macro-mobility scheme,
named MIP. Micro mobility relates to movements carried out
among different micro-cells within the same IP domain. MIP
is not appropriate to support fast, seamless handovers between
cells and a micro-mobility scheme is needed for managing
micro-mobility. Figure 1 represents micro mobility scheme.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent mobile application services have required the mobility
management studies which can reduce the latency of end-user.
The motivation of this paper is to study the mobility
management in the computer network using IP address such
as Internet, where many users move with the mobile device.
There have been a number of studies [1, 2, 3] on the mobility
management schemes including handover latency. They have
proposed a variety of handover mechanisms to be applied to
the real network environment. Especially, mobile IPv4 and
mobile IPv6 mechanism have been studied broadly. However,
MIPv4 and MIPv6 cannot overcome the performance
degradation problem such as latency since the packet loss
mainly occurs during the handover. As an alternate solution,
SCTP handover schemes with the IP address reconfiguration
have been proposed [4, 5, 6].
This paper focuses on the IP address reconfiguration scheme
during SCTP handover. The results reported in this paper can
be used in the design and operation of mobile network. The
objective of this study is to describe several mobility
management schemes including IPv4 and IPv6 and propose
the performance enhancement tips during SCTP handover. We
achieve our objectives by proposing the working set model
which provides the efficient IP address reconfiguration
automatically.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
describe several handover schemes in Mobile IPv4 and
Mobile IPv6, respectively. Section 3 discusses some
considerations for the performance improvement in SCTP
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Figure 1: Micro mobility scheme

The micro mobility procedure in Figure 1 is as follows:
1)
In the uplink routing, MN sends the data to the
gateway.
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After the data transmission of the MN, the routing
cache in BS2 includes a mapping, (MN, a), which
indicates that MN is reachable through interface “a”.
Cache entries are used to route the downlink packets
(from the gateway to on the reverse path). Cache is
refreshed by route-update packets (empty IP packets)
that are periodically sent to the gateway by MN.
While moving from BS3 to BS4 during an active
data session, the MN detects the stronger BS4 signal,
tunes its radio to the channel used by BS4
(movement detection –handover initiated).
MN transmits a route-update packet (label “b” in the
figure) that is cached by BSs along the path.
BS2 adds the new mapping, (MN, b) to its routing
cache, thus keeping a double entry related to MN
(the old and new route). Since the old mapping will
be cleared only after the routing-cache timeout
extinguishes, before this timeout both routers will
coexist and packets addressed to MN will be
delivered through both interfaces/path “a” and “b”.

Figure 2: Two-party post-registration handover

Two party post-registration handover procedure is as the
followings:
1a)
~ 1b) oFA or nFA receives L2 Trigger (L2-ST or L2TT) which shows MN will move from oFA to nFA.
1a) When the oFA receives L2-ST, it contains L2
address of MN and ID (IP address or L2 address by
which we can know IP address) of nFA.
1b)
When the nFA receives L2-TT; it contains L2 address
of MN and ID of oFA.
2)
FA receiving L2 trigger sends the HRqst (handover
request) message to other FA. For example, if oFA
receives the L2 trigger, oFA sends HRqst to nFA.
This message includes the lifetime of tunnel which
oFA wishes to maintain, IP address of home network,
home address of MN, L2 address options containing
L2 address of MN.
3)
FA receiving the HRqst sends the HRply (handover
reply) to the other FA. For example, if oFA sends the
HRply, this message includes the lifetime which oFA
wishes to support, IP address of home subnet, and
home address of MN and L2 address options
containing L2 address of MN.
4)
End of L2 handover is signaled by L2-LU trigger.
4a)
When the oFA receives the L2-LD trigger, it
forwards the data for MN by using the forwarding
tunnel.
4b)
When the nFA receives the L2-LU trigger, it starts to
transfer data tunneled from oFA to the MN.
4c)
Data from MN is forwarded to the next hop using the
general routing method or through the reverse tunnel
to oFA or nFA.

Fast handover in Mobile IPv4
There are two different mechanisms to obtain low handover
latency in MIPv4. Firstly, the pro-registration handover
procedure is as followings:
1)
oFA (foreign agent) sends RS (router solicitation) to
nFA.
2)
nFA replies RA (router advertisement) to oFA. These
procedures were performed before pre-registration
handover. That is, oFA requests and caches RA’s
from neighbored nFA before handover.
3)
PRS (proxy route solicitation) requests the
advertisement from other routers excluding receiving
router. This message is used only in the MN initiated
handover.
4)
When MN receives the PRS, it replies with PRA
(proxy route advertisement).
5)
MN sends the RR (register request) to nFA. Since
MN has not been connected to nFA yet, this message
is routed via oFA.
6)
Register request and register reply are exchanged
between HA (home agent) and nFA.
Secondly, Post-registration handover procedure is as
followings:
1)
Even if MN moves from oFA to nFA, it doesn’t
register with the nFA and defers the registration.
2)
MN continues to use the oFA.
3)
If MN moves to another nFA (nFA2) before
registering the nFA (nFA1), the nFA2 sends signal to
oFA while moving the one edge of tunnel to its own.
That is, one edge of BET will remain in oFA until
MN performs the MIP registration.

Mobile IPv6
The basic handover procedure in Mobile IPv6 [7, 8, 9, 10] is
as follows:
1)
MN detects the movement by using neighbor
unreachable detection.
2)
MN obtains a CoA using address auto-configuration.
3)
MN performs the binding update.
4)
CN sends binding acknowledges and binding is
completed.
5)
MN sends datagram to MN arrives on home network
via standard IP routing.
6)
The datagram is intercepted by the HA and is
tunneled to the CoA.
7)
MN sends the BU to CN.

Especially, two-party post-registration handover scheme is
represented in Figure 2.
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8)

Direct communication between MN and CN is
accomplished.

MN receives RA from AR1 (access router 1). RA contains the
information that AR1 is included in MAP (mobility anchor
point). MN configures LCoA and RCoA by using autoconfiguration. HMIPv6 procedure is as followings:
①
MN sends the local BU to MAP (source: LCoA
based on the AR1 = LCoA1, destination: MAP, home
address option: RCoA based on the MAP).
②
MAP binds LCoA with RCoA and sends ACK to
MN.
③
MN sends the BU to CN/HA (source: RCoA,
destination: CN/HA, home address option: MN’s
home address).
④
MAP replies ACK.
⑤
MN moves from AR1 to AR2.
⑥
Since RCoA is the same as the previous address,
BU/ACK is not necessary between MN and CN/HA.
But, MN should send the local BU (LCoA2). At this
time, if CN sends data to MN that arrives at MAP,
data is forwarded to MN with the tunneling.
⑦
MAP replies ACK.

Hierarchical MIPv6 using local mobility management is
represented in Figure 3 and timeline for HMIPv6 is depicted
in Figure 4.
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Fast handover in Mobile IPv6
There are two different mechanisms-anticipated handover and
tunnel based handover to obtain low latency handover in
MIPv6. Structure of anticipated handover for FMIPv6 is
represented in Figure 5.
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FMIPv6-anticipated handover procedure is as followings [13]:
①
MN senses the movement to NAR by L2 trigger.
②
MN sends pRS (proxy router solicitation) message
for NAR to PAR. This message contains link-layer
ID for NAR such as SSID of NAR in the wireless
LAN.

Figure 4: Timeline for HMIPv6
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Performance improvement in SCTP handover
Typical SCTP handover is performed according to the
following procedures [11, 12, 13].
1)
Physical layer detects radio signal from new subnet.
2)
Physical
layer
receives
router
advertisements/beacons from AP (access point).
3)
MN investigates IP address in the WS (working set)
record and starts handover (SCTP layer).
4)
If MN fails to find new IP address, it waits until autoconfiguration or DHCP reply.
5)
MN obtains new IP address and starts handover.
6)
MN sends ASCONF: add_ip and set_primary chunk
to CN.
7)
MN receives ASCONF_ACK from CN with add_ip
and set_primary.
8)
Physical layer loses radio signal from the previous
subnet.
9)
Handover is completed.

PAR configures NCoA using the information of NAR
which PAR already has. PAR sends pRA (proxy
router advertisement) containing NCoA to MN.
MN sends fBU (fast binding update) request for
binding the old CoA with NAR to PAR (old CoA→
NAR).
PAR sends HI (handover initiate) in order to setup
the bi-directional tunneling with NAR. It also
requests that NAR will verify the newly configured
CoA.
NAR sends HACK (handover ACK) to PAR. It
builds bi-directional tunnel and checks the new CoA.
PAR sends acknowledgement for NCoA to NAR
through FBACK. It also intercepts data for the
previous CoA of MN and forwards to NAR through
tunneling.
After new link between NAR and MN is established,
MN sends RS including fNA (fast neighbor
advertisement) which represents MN itself.
NAR sends new CoA to MN through RA with
NACCK option.
MN sends the BU to CN and HA.
CN and HA reply with ACK.

To perform the SCTP handover, we need L2 and L3
handovers. L3 handover delay is composed of movement
detection delay of MN and the new IP address configuration
delay. Hence, in order to minimize the total delay for SCTP
handover, we should reduce the delay such as movement
detection delay and new IP configuration delay as well as the
L2 handover delay.
In the mobile IP, we need the additional delay for registration.
However, it is known that registration delay in the mobile IP
environment can be optimized.
Now, we assume that MN returns to the cell frequently where
it visited before. If we have no any handling scheme, we have
to repeat the same configuration procedure for obtaining
previously used IP address. This increases the L3 handover
delay and the L4 handover delay simultaneously.

FMIPv6-tunnel based handover is represented in Figure 6.
FMIPv6-tunnel based handover procedure is as followings
[13]:
1)
old AR senses the movement.
2)
old AR initiates L2 trigger which includes MAC
address of MN and IP address of new AR.
3)
old AR sends HI (handover initiate) to new AR.
4)
new AR replies with HIACK and establishes the bidirectional tunnel.
5)
MN starts L2 handover.
6)
old AR forwards the data from CN to MN or from
MN to CN through bi-directional tunnel.
7)
MN sends the BU to CN/HA and releases the tunnel.
8)
CN and HA reply with the ACK.

Improvement considerations
It is reasonable that we try to obtain the IPV6-address using
stateless-auto-configuration, if we fail, then use the state full
method such as DHCP. The reason to do this is why if the
DHCP server is far away from the current location of MN, the
time to send the DHCP request message and receive the
DHCP_Reply can be longer than time to obtain the prefix
from access router attached to MN. That is, as soon as we
receive the RA from the attached router (prior to receiving the
RA, we can send the RS), we obtain the IP-address using the
stateless-auto-configuration of ipv6 (MIPv6). If this procedure
fails, we use the state full method such as DHCP based on
MAC address.
Assume that we use the FMIPV6 (fast handover for MIPv6)
when we detect the signal from the physical layer. Then, we
can get the CoA of new router (B) prior to the handover.
Therefore, we can also obtain the new_ip address of host by
using the stateless-auto-configuration.
Original SCTP packet format is represented in Figure 7. When
the MN obtains new IP address, for example, (10.1.1.1), then
MN sends the packet with the new_ip address given in Figure
8.

Figure 6: Structure of FMIPv6-tunnel based handover
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Figure 9 shows the example of add_IP chuck transfer
procedure. In the figure, the sender transmits the ASCONF
request on the old IP address (9.1.1.1). If the request is
accepted, the receiver (CN) can send the data on new IP
address (10.1.1.1).

32 bit
Source port

Destination Port

SCTP
Common

Verification Tag

header

MN

Checksum
Type

Flags

CN

Length
Chunk 1

Chunk Data

(control/
Data)

Type

Resv. U.B.E

Length

TSN
Stream Identifiers

success

Stream Seq. Number

Chunk n
(Data)

Payload Protocol Identifier
failure

User Data (Seq. Number of Streams

Figure 7: SCTP packet format
32 bit
Source port=3000

Destination Port=80

Verification Tag =0x1000

SCTP

Figure 9: Example of add_IP SCTP chunk transfer

Common
header

Checksum
Type=0xc1

Flags

During the time interval between sending out the
ASCONF:add_ip and receiving the ASCONF-ACK, it may be
possible to receive DATA chunks out of order. The following
examples illustrate these problems:

Length
ASCONF

Serial Number
Type=0xc001(add_ip)

C-ID=0x01023474 (correlation –id)
Type =5 (6: ipv6)

In the MN, the address (10.1.1.1) may be added after
receiving the ASCONF-ACK. If the sender wants to send data
by using the new IP address (10.1.1.1), it first should receive
the ASCONF-ACK. However, due to packet re-ordering in the
network, a new data chunk (destination: 10.1.1.1) may be sent
and arrive at MN before the ASCONF-ACK confirming the
adding of the address to the association. A similar problem
exists in the deletion of an IP address.

Length = 16
add_ip

Length = 8

value =0x0a010101 (10.1.1.1)

Data

For the add_ip case, an endpoint should consider the newly
adding IP address valid for the association to receive data
during the interval awaiting the ASCONF-ACK. The endpoint
must not source data from this new IP address until the
ASCONF-ACK arrives but it may receive out of order data.
At this time, it may drop the data silently, however, it must not
respond with an ABORT.

Figure 8: Example of add_IP SCTP chunk
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Our suggested solution
The sender inserts new_IP into the temporary WS database
after sending ASCONF:add_ip. Before the ASCONF-ACK
arrives, it receives data for the address in the temporary WS
database. In the example, address (10.1.1.1) only can receive
data. As soon as ASCONF-ACK arrives at MN, we move the
new_IP from temporary WS to original WS. That is, we insert
the feasible IP address capable to send and receive the data
into the original WS and insert IP address capable to receive
only into temporary WS. If we drop the out-of-order data, the
data loss may occur during the handover. We send ASCONFACK and data on the new IP address simultaneously in order
to send data.
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